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To: Joseph Peck

Thanks for visiting our website on NovaTech.

I got into digital investment trading in October of 2021.
Wow! Have I learned a thing or two about this marketplace! Some
lessons are hard.

It truly is the wild, wild west. Not for the faint of heart.
I put my toe in the water several times. In some cases I did OK, but in
other cases I lost. But I’ve learned a lot in the process to avoid making
the same mistakes.

There seem to be a lot of scammers in this marketplace. So, you need
to watch for the tell-tale signs of a scam. Here are some things I have
learned.

• If they promise incredible returns, be cautious. Often these
platforms pay great returns in the first several months, baiting you into
putting  more funds in. Then they disappear with your money.
• If they don’t reveal the principal players behind the company,
beware.
• If you can’t find their office location and can’t verify their
accreditations, beware.
• Are they licensed?
• Never invest money you cannot afford to lose. Only invest your
“risk capital” within your portfolio.

So, after some hard lessons I began to look for companies that did not
do the above. I found one called NovaTech, which does Forex Trading
and crypto trading but in a way that limits the investor’s risk. (They
never risk more than 20% of their portfolio. No investment company
does that! I was impressed!)



Here are some other things noteworthy about NovaTech.

- They average 2 to 4% per week gains over last 3 years, over 17% a
month. (Finally an alternative to my bank!)
- They’ve had no losing weeks thus far.
- Never failed to pay on time.
- Trading profits paid each Friday. Performance bonuses on affiliates
paid on Saturday.
- You can reinvest weekly returns to "compound" or withdraw, your
choice.
- Owners are highly visible.
- Fully transparent.
- Company is a registered hedge fund and have their own brokerage
firm.
- They feature a long-term sustainable affiliate pay plan for those
interested in sharing, but there is no requirement to share to earn.
- You enroll using LTC Litecoin after setting up an exchange account
that trades crypto.
- Stops trading in volatile market conditions.
- Video tutorials.
- CEO and spouse are born-again Christians.

Want to learn more?

We’ve recently added new videos on our NovaTech information page.
Click here to watch them. Learn why so many are joining NovaTech to
get great returns.
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